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About the Bank of Canada

• Canada’s central Bank

• Established by the Bank of Canada Act in 
1934

• Mandate to “promote the economic and 
financial welfare of Canada”

• Four main areas of focus:

• Monetary policy

• Financial system

• Currency

• Funds Management
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What does it mean to “embed”?



A simple explanation…
input focus

•Well embedded data and analytics have balanced 
investments in capabilities across people, process, 
technology:

https://medium.com/insiris/why-become-data-driven-data-driven-work-management-part-2-932ff4f9983c



A more nuanced 
explanation…
outputs focus

•Well embedded data and analytics allow you to 
consistently leverage your data to add value to your 
business

•This can look very different for private and public sector 
organizations:

•OK… but what is “business decision making”??? How 
do data and analytics play a role?

Public Sector:
• Business decision-making

• Benchmarking organizational 

performance

• Risk identification and 

mitigation

• Internal and external 

reporting

• Etc.

Private Sector:
• Business decision-making

• Identifying growth 

opportunities

• Identifying early-stage trends

• Understanding market 

dynamics

• Etc.



Why this should be easy



Data Literacy: we are 
spoiled rotten right now*…
* - note this is not an endorsement of any 
data training provider! https://613covid.ca/wastewater/#



Technology: we are spoiled 
rotten right now*…
* - note this is not an endorsement of any 
technology provider/solution!

… and so many others



Processes: we are spoiled 
rotten right now…

•Tons and tons of free material available on best 
practises/playbooks for:

•Establishing data governance

•Developing data strategies

•Structuring insights “value chains”

•Developing data teams

•Etc.

•Very good maturity models for data and analytics, 
digital maturity, etc. that help benchmark and roadmap

•We are very well-served with a range of consulting
options to facilitate any/all of the above by all of the 
major consulting firms



Why this is hard



A range of challenges

Organizational Challenges:

•Legacy systems and standards impede data access and 
integration
• “Technical debt”

•Organizational processes haven’t been built with data 
needs in mind

•Decision-makers aren’t necessarily used to a data-driven 
approach

•Governance structures don’t account for data needs

General Challenges:

•Orchestrating investments across people, process, 
technology

•Managing change

•Balancing organizational prioritization

•Communicating investment strategies (can be technical)



Some of my thoughts on how to make 
your data work for you…



1.) Get specific about 
targeting investments

•The “buzz” around data and analytics investments 
without a crisp business case is dead or dying

•Rationalize your investments and planning:

•Avoid the major buzzwords/phrases:

• “Data-driven decisions”

• “Democratizing data”

• “Evidence-based agenda”

• etc.

•Get specific: what are the organizational priorities? How 
do data play a role? What are the impacts of data-
related challenges?

•By being specific, you’ll force yourself to explore the 
areas of highest impact for the organization

•Pro-tip: bundle your “hard to sell” foundational 
investments into specific priorities, then re-use those 
investments later! (e.g. repositories, tools, etc.)



2.) Take an end-user 
perspective and look at 
D&A as a product/service

•What is actually demanded? What would delight the 
end-user? What is feasible? How can we make data 
products that are better for users?

https://towardsdatascience.com/a-design-thinking-mindset-for-data-science-f94f1e27f90



3.) Data investments are 
not about technology or 
analytics!

•The hardcore work of successful organizations is really 
in how much they invest in embedding analytics into 
workflows and decision processes*

•“…breakaway companies target much of this spending 
toward the biggest challenge companies face in 
extracting value from analytics—the last mile, or 
embedding analytics into the core of all workflows and 
decision-making processes”

•Leading organizations devote over half of their budget 
to the “last mile” problem

•That makes major D&A investments really about 
process, culture, governance, etc.!

* - https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-analytics/our-insights/breaking-away-the-secrets-to-scaling-analytics



The last mile: decisions



Let’s talk about decisions

•Remember when we said that we wanted to “make better 
decisions”?

•How do we make that more specific and more user-centred 
to address the “last mile” challenge?

•We need a way to “hard wire” data and analytics into a 
decision process.

https://towardsdatascience.com/introduction-to-decision-intelligence-5d147ddab767



How have we been 
exploring DI?

•We’ve been running a pilot project to explore how we 
can leverage Decision Intelligence principles to unite 
data and analytics with a broader decision process:

✓Developing a DI framework for the organization

✓Providing DI pilot training to staff

✓Delivering a full DI use-case to the organization

✓Preparing a DI handbook to support further work at 
the Bank

•If we’re successful with the pilot, we’ll be bundling DI 
into a broader “Decision Support” service that is part of 
how we do data and analytics!

•Again – the focus here is on bridging the “last mile” 
between data, analytics, and organizational 
decisions



Thank you!


